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(Five Finger Piano Songbook). Seven popular songs from Frozen are featured in single-note

melody lines that stay in one position in this songbook. Songs include: Do You Want to Build a

Snowman? * Fixer Upper * For the First Time in Forever * In Summer * Let It Go * Love Is an Open

Door * Reindeer(s) Are Better Than People. Includes lyrics and beautifully-written accompaniments.
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I agree with another review here that says the rhythms are a bit complex for beginners. If your child

is playing chords but all the rhythms they know thus far are quarters and straight eighths, they will

not be able to play it easily. There are things like eight note rests and dotted quarters in these

arrangements. But of course, the limitation of the music is that the melody and rhythm has to be

conveyed somehow. I think they did fine with simplifying as much as possible.There are no chords,

only the single melodic line which alternates between the left and right hands in order to achieve the

correct melody. I would have preferred to see the melody on the right hand and chords on the left.

Then again, the point is for the player to not have to change hand positions. So there you go. In

order to convey the music, it requires some slightly more complex rhythms. That said, with a little

practice even a beginner can get this.

My student loved it and learned three songs the first week. It's a little confusing, upon ordering they



allow you to download part of a song, but it's from a harder level book. My student enjoyed the

actual 5 finger songs because they were easy and he got immediate joy from playing them for his

family.

I know trying to make an orchestral piece for beginners is hard but it's like they didn't try. Really

hard to connect to the movie soundtrack (even when I am playing it) - even with my daughters piano

teacher playing the accompaniment it sounded pretty bad. I would not recommend. It was playable

by my 7 year old with one year of piano experience - just doesn't sound like much,

The songs, as simple as they are, require page-turning while playing. The book could have been

laid out better so a single song appears on two open pages. The songs do sort-of sound like what

appears in the movie, if you play to what's in your head and not the actual beats on the page.

This is a fantastic book for beginners! I love that it shows hand position at the top of the page.

Combined with just a little knowledge of the staff the songs are easily accessible for the beginner.

My daughter hasn't played for long and she loves that she can play songs she knows and loves.

The teacher/duet parts round out the songs nicely.

Bought it for a friend who was looking to get this for a neighbors daughters birthday present. I had it

shipped straight to my friends house. My friend described it as Excellent, Item delivered on time,

was as described, and the little girl loved her present!

It is really easy version for beginners. Go for it. My daughter plays all byherself once I taught the

very first line.

My daughter has been learning piano for the last 6 months, I got this book because she loves

Frozen and it inspired her to do the tough part. She did practice for 2 months and got "let it go" fairly

well...
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